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The Synagogue is Ready—Are We?

by Joe Burchell - Chairman

seating has been arranged, and the
Bima covered to keep anybody on it
safe.

I assume that the Synagogue and
most of the country will still be
enduring some level of lockdown
when you read this. I am delighted to
tell you that our Synagogue will soon
be open again and can assure you that
the building itself is ready for use.
Fully sanitised, socially distanced

Unfortunately, in my personal
opinion we will remain in this
unprecedented situation for some
time to come, certainly until a
vaccine against Covid-19 is
produced. As such, my advice to
you all is to take care without
putting yourself at any
unnecessary risk.
The Synagogue is still being
managed by a few of us and the
Trustees are meeting regularly by
Zoom to discuss our current
position. The Board of

Our Synagogue is re-opening
in time for the Yamim Nora’im


The Synagogue has been prepared following
government and United Synagogue guidelines



Services will be adjusted as necessary to ensure
compliance



Shabbat services will commence on Friday evening 11
September



Correspondence will be sent to all members explaining
the ‘new normal‘ in shul



Pre-booking essential
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Management has agreed to remain
in place until we are able to hold
our AGM. We already had a
vacancy on the Board after the
resignation of Sharona Joshua and
I am pleased to advise you that
Carole Abrahams has agreed to fill
the vacancy. It is very
disappointing that Phyl
Tomlinson, our excellent
Administrator, has resigned from
her post for personal reasons as
you will have seen from her letter.
Marilyn and I wish you and your
families a Shanah Tovah
Umetukah. 5780 will certainly be a
year that we will never forget. Let
us hope 5781 will bring the good
and sweet year that we wish for.

Preparing for the High Holy Days

by Joan Goldberg

We’ll Meet Again
by Joe and Jacob Kat

As we all reflect on the past year we
may consider what we did, what we
didn’t do, what we planned and what
we achieved, and then what we expect
and wish for during the coming year.
It may also be time to reflect on the
physical effort sometimes needed to
keep our Shul fit for purpose,
especially at Yom Tov.

Lest we forget
Many of our festivals are
celebrated at home as well as in
Shul. There are always special
foods to prepare and, sometimes,
whole homes to be cleaned and
inspected. We don’t always think
about the preparations necessary
for the Shul at these times.
On the High Holy Days the Shul
takes on a completely different
atmosphere, needing to
accommodate all our members
and their families. There is much
work to do. Firstly a band of
volunteers is needed to move our
unbelievably heavy Bima to the
rear of the Shul. The ‘permanent’
benches are repositioned and
secured. Next, the partitions
between the Shul and the hall are
removed – they roll up now at the
flick of a switch to create an
enlarged ladies section. The
original heavy shutters had to be
unlatched and carried into the
annexe. They will not be missed.
Well done Joe!
On the ‘lighter’ side, there is the
housekeeping. Wanting our place
of worship to be at its best for its
purpose, all the silverware is
polished, a duty fulfilled by the
late Freda Goodman for many,

many years. In honour of the
importance of the day, all the
covers of the Sifrei Torah are
dressed in their white covers, and
the curtains in front of the Aron
Kodesh (the Ark) are also changed
to white, as are the covers on the
Bima. On Yom Tov itself, Rev.
Rome will also be dressed in white
whilst conducting the services.
This year, as we all know, if our
Shul is open, all will be very
different.
Obeying government rules, we
will only be able to accommodate
approximately 30 people at a time,
and we must all observe safe
distancing. With this in mind, Joe
and Colin Raeburn have
reconsidered the layout of the Shul
and put measures into place to
help participants stay safe but still
feel the importance of the days.

The Bima has been
encased in Perspex
The Bima will be moved forwards,
but not the benches and the
partitions will stay shut. The Bima
has been encased in Perspex on
three sides and the seating has
been marked so that participants
will know where it is safe to sit.
There is also a one-way system to
support safe distancing. I think the
biggest change for our Shul is the
need to control the number of
those present so as not to exceed
the 30 people allowed at any
gathering.
Our Shul has always been
welcoming, and the rules which
are now necessarily in place
during this pandemic go
completely against all that the
Catford and Bromley community
stands for. However, if we do not
do our best to keep our Shul
functioning, especially at Yom
Tov, we may not have a Shul to go
to when all this upheaval is over.
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It will come as no surprise to hear
there is not much to report from club.
We carried on meeting on Sundays
until lockdown and the last time was
in mid-March (with lots of handwashing). It was desperately sad to
have to cancel Summer Project but
we are living in unprecedented times.
We can't wait until it's safe for all of
us to meet up again.
Meanwhile, please take care,
everyone, and stay safe. Wishing
you all a happy and healthy New
Year.

Birthdays at the
Friendship Club
by Rowena Rosenfeld
Until the outbreak of Covid 19 the
Friendship Club was in full swing as
normal. The last celebration that we
all enjoyed was Marie’s 99th
birthday, which was a great success.
We also celebrated the birthdays of
Doreen Maizels, Doreen Curzon and
Brian Greenberg before the virus
forced us to temporarily cease our
regular meetings.
At these times we have to reflect
on our memories and hope for a
brighter future. On that note we
would like to wish all members of
the Friendship Club and the wider
community a very happy, healthy
and safe New Year.

Ladies Society
by Wendy Isaacs
Since our last entry in the Gazette
back in March, the Synagogue has
been closed due to the lockdown.
When services resume there will
unfortunately be no kiddushim due to
social distancing, but we are ever
hopeful things will change in 2021.
Benita and all the Ladies Society
wish the congregation, Rev. David
Rome and his family a very
healthy and happy New Year.

The Chief Rabbi’s Rosh Hashanah Message 5781
My heart goes out to the many whose health, whether physical or mental, has been affected and to those
who are facing severe financial hardship or crises in their personal relationships. The restrictions on
social interaction, abrupt changes to our routine and the grip of deep uncertainty have dramatically
impacted the fabric of all of our lives in ways that we could never have imagined.
In the years to come, while many will admiringly recall our resilience and forbearance during these most
trying of times, ultimately the success of our response to this pandemic will be judged not by how we
felt, but by how we acted.
The Torah portion of Nitzavim, which is always read immediately prior to Rosh Hashanah, commences
with these words: “You are all standing this day before the Lord your God; your heads, your tribes
(shivtechem), your elders and your officers”.
In this list of national leaders, ‘tribes’ appears to be out of place. Mindful of the fact that ‘shevet’ also
means ‘staff’ or ‘sceptre’, our commentators explain that the leaders of our people are being referred to
according to the item that they carried that symbolised their role. In the same way as ‘the Crown’ refers
to the monarch and ‘First Violin’ refers to an orchestra’s lead musician, a person who leads is known by
the instrument of that leadership.
The message that emerges is extremely powerful. You are defined by what you do. The essence of a
person is measured according to what they have achieved.
For this reason, we call community leaders ‘machers’ (makers). ‘Macher’ is a role that conveys respect,
because the people who change the world are not the dreamers and thinkers; the people who change the
world are the ‘doers’.
On Yom Kippur, we read the book of Jonah, in which the prophet informs the inhabitants of Nineveh of
their impending doom.
In response, they fast and repent for their evil ways. The text captures that epic event in just a few
words: “God saw their deeds”. Their words of apology and their fasting were merely steps towards a
life-changing moment. What concerned God was not their protestations, but their actions.
This year, without any preparation whatsoever, every one of our communities was plunged into a crisis
of unprecedented proportions.
Your response has been simply magnificent. With our Shuls closed, our communities redoubled their
creativity and their altruism. We have never known such an outpouring of compassion, such acts of
selfless care for the vulnerable and such generosity in charitable giving.
I have no doubt that such action will remain at the heart of our Covid-19 response for as long as it takes
us to overcome the dangers it presents to all of humankind.
As we commence 5781, may Hashem inscribe and seal each and every one of us in the Book of Life,
good health, peace and fulfilment.

Chief Rabbi Ephraim Mirvis
September 2020 • Ellul 5780
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Zooming In With Our Minister

by Rev. Cantor David Rome

community were the simple Tea
and Schmoozes, instilling a sense
of togetherness whilst we were
adjusting to the new normal.

The last few months have certainly
been the strangest times of our lives.
During this period, I have attempted
to formulate the most effective and
safe way for our community to stay
united. I decided to launch a series of
online events which were also made
available to those without internet
(via the phone line) and have tried to
make these events as wide reaching
and all-encompassing as possible.
They have included events of cultural,
historical, and religious content.
At the onset of the pandemic, the
very first online events for our

The online events have included: a
number of Kabbalat Shabbat
services (one notably featuring
Chazan Avrom Levin); a weekly
interactive Torah class; an evening
with Dror Gershoni (a former
Catford Maccabi Shaliach); David
Prager’s excellent presentation
‘Was Beniamino Gigli, the Nazi’s
favourite opera singer, secretly
Jewish?’; Mel Stein (Gazza’s
former agent) discussing ‘My life
through books’; ‘The world’s
oldest Jewish Newspaper in crisis,
the JC presses on’ with Professor
Geoffrey Alderman, Rev Judge
Kreiman’s talk on ‘Legal languish
– A look back at 20 years on the
bench’; a pre-Shavuot themed
quiz; ‘Musical memories and
anecdotes to calm the soul’ with
David Coronel; questions and
answers with two local police
officers; a Tisha B’av programme
including a musical Eicha; and a

Whatever happened to Dror Gershoni?

talk by Holocaust survivors Alfred
& Miriam Buechler.
These events were proving so
successful that I then launched the
South London, Kent & Surrey
branch of the Jewish Historical
Society where I was ‘in
conversation’ with the amazing
Jennifer Jankel – daughter of the
famous Joe Loss. This attracted
over a hundred virtual attendees.
Whilst online events are in no way
a complete replacement for events
where we can be together in a ‘non
-virtual’ sense, I believe that this
incredible technology is allowing
us to maintain a sense of
togetherness in the most trying
times.
As we enter the Jewish New Year
period with Rosh Hashanah, I
sincerely pray that the coming
year will see a return to a steadier
and safer world.
I wish our entire wonderful
community only health, happiness
and success in the next year.

By Lesley Reef

something I will always remember. Dror, Sigal and
their children eventually moved to America for a
number of years, where we were able to visit them.
They then returned to Israel but eventually moved
back to Florida, USA, where they are living today.

I was thrilled to be part of the Zoom meeting with Dror
Gershoni back in May, when he did a presentation about his
time with the Catford community. There were some
wonderful photos and lots of anecdotes.
I have known Dror since 1972, when he arrived from
Israel to be our community leader. He became an
integral part of our lives for three years, running the
Catford Maccabi youth club and breathing life into all
aspects of our Shul. The children loved him and he
won over the older members as well. His enthusiasm
and charisma knew no bounds. Nobody could say no
to him and he made life-long friends, especially with
the Jacobs family and my own family.
He was due to stay for two years, but Lester Jacobs
managed to persuade him to stay for three. It was a
very sad time when he returned to Israel and things
were never the same.
His life changed when he met Sigal. We were invited
out to Israel for their amazing, vibrant wedding –
4

United Synagogue Council Meeting 22nd July 2020
As with everything else during the unusual circumstances
in which we find ourselves, the United Synagogue had put
its Council Meetings on hold. The meeting of 22 July 2020
was the first since 19 December 2019! We met via Zoom
and some 60 representatives took part. The meeting started
well but after about 15 minutes, during the President’s
report, disaster - the connection crashed. Whilst 60 people
were frantically pressing buttons on their devices, the
President carried on unaware that he was reporting to
himself.

Work is being undertaken to produce a Kaddish book
to assist in the prayer being said when a minyan is not
available. A book is also being produced so that Rosh
Hashanah services can be performed at home.
A new project is being developed to deal with
loneliness for those who have had to isolate. The Chief
Rabbi is in discussions with health agencies regarding
the increase in mental illness due to Covid. The
pandemic has resulted in many Rabbis and Rebetzins
going well beyond what is required of them and being
placed under extreme stress. The US is providing
specialist counselling for them. The CRO is
developing advice about organ donation following the
change in the law. Finally the US has started its own
TV channel. Search online for ‘The US.tv’.

The Council was apprised of what the US and the
Chief Rabbis Office (CRO) had been doing during the
pandemic lockdown. The communications, advice and
support with Synagogues from both offices have been
and still are of the highest standard. There have been a
number of Zoom meetings between US officers, CRO
staff and Synagogue chairmen dealing with practical,
religious, health and safety matters and other issues
relating to Covid 19. The US cannot be faulted in the
way that it has acted in assisting the community both
in terms of the legislation, health and safety advice,
and religious support. Each community must decide if
it is safe for them to restart services and how this is to
be achieved within the guidelines. The Chief Rabbi is
adamant that no one should be pressured into starting
or attending services and that individual health and
safety must come first.

The Question and Answer session that followed raised
some interesting points:
Q. When will children under twelve be allowed back
into services?
A. Not yet. Most children are aware of social
distancing, but the reality is that young children will
want to mix with their friends. It will be difficult to
keep them under control, even in a shortened service.
The final decision, however, is down to the
community who must be sure that it is safe.
Q. Is food and singing allowed?
A. No. Only the leader of the service can sing and then
only in accordance with the guidelines.

The US and the CRO have moved online to provide
many of the religious activities and events that would
have physically taken place. Of course, many other
physical activities have had to be cancelled such as the
Tribe camps and the start of the celebrations for the
150-year anniversary of the US. Alternative
arrangements for these activities are being made to
enable them to take place online.

The New Normal in Nightingale

by Eddy and Judith Arram

Q. How will the High Holy Day Services take place?
A. A number of suggestions are being made on how to
shorten services. However, there is a lot of
uncertainty. Advice will be forthcoming soon.

by Shirley Hindin

Everybody, but everybody, is affected
in some way by Coronavirus. I live in
Nightingale House, a care home in
Wandsworth. Since March we have
been restricted in our movements and
contacts.

The staff all wear masks and
conversation with them can be
difficult. Many have a foreign
accent and a lot of residents are
hard of hearing which, makes
conversation very challenging.

We can only move about in our
household (floor) or in the garden
if it’s not too hot or wet. Social
distancing is taken seriously in the
dining room and elsewhere. How
to play Bridge whilst remaining
socially distant is just one of the
problems that we must overcome.

Usually there is a busy
entertainment programme
arranged for us to enjoy but now
we have to make our own
entertainment. There are quizzes,
discussions and we can request
music. There is always art and
gardening available to us and for
those that enjoy it, interacting with
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the nursery children, from a
distance of course.
Gradually things are returning to
almost normal; visitors are
allowed to visit one at a time as
long as they are booked in, the
shop is open twice a week and the
hairdresser has returned, albeit
with many restrictions.
We do appreciate that we don’t
have to go looking for food and
medical care is on-hand, but oh!
for when the café re-opens and I
can get a choc-ice.

Time for Action

by Paul Stanton

Way back in March of this year our
world was turned upside down with
the announcement that we were going
to be confined to our homes for fear of
catching a virus. Apart from its being
a major interruption to our day-today lives there were likely to be some
among us needing to isolate and in
need of help.
Our Administrator sent an email
appealing for volunteers to assist
should help be required by any of
us. There was an immediate
response, mainly from younger
members of the community, and
the Catford and Bromley Action
Group was formed.
The good news is that calls were
few and far between, mainly
asking for help with shopping.
Whenever a call for assistance
came in an email was sent to the
group and the response was
immediate and the issue dealt
with. It suggests that we all
quietly support each other in times
of need but in the event that extra
help is needed we have the
strength in our community to look
after ourselves.
Yom Hashoah took place in April
at the start of lockdown . Yellow
memorial candles were produced
to commemorate the six million
Jews who died during the
holocaust. Each candle came in a
box with the name of somebody
who had been murdered. With the
community locked down the
Action group was able to deliver
candles to those that had
requested them.
The safety net provided by the
Action Group
has been
invaluable
and thanks
are due to all
who put their
heads above
the parapet to
help.

WIZO

by Marilyn Burchell

What can I report on in a year of
cancelled events? No committee
meetings, etc, etc. On the positive
side, however, we had a very
successful Jewish Women’s Week
when we raised £2,470.

Meanwhile the WIZO committee
wishes all our members and the
community a healthy, happy and
prosperous New Year, also well
over the fast and – as always –
peace in Israel and the world over.
May we all be free from the

What I can also say is that head
offices here and in Israel are still
working hard to raise vital funds
for those in need in Israel, and
they do need our support. There
are events being organised online
and we are supporting them to the
best of our ability.

The Plight of the Jewish Chronicle

by Judi Sheffrin

In April 2020, the London-based Jewish Chronicle (The JC), founded in 1841 and
the oldest continuously published Jewish newspaper in the world, announced its
liquidation, citing Coronavirus as the cause, although it had already been in
decline for some time. Three days later, a rescue by the Jewish Chronicle
Consortium was announced.
In May, former JC columnist Professor Geoffrey Alderman presented a
Zoom lecture to members of C&B. He explained that he had been
associated with the JC for many years and had written for it every week
between 2002 and 2016 and told a number of anecdotes about editors
whom he had known as both colleagues and adversaries. He then spoke
of the current plight of the paper and the "touching displays of nostalgia
and regret" demonstrated in many
parts of the media at what was being
seen as “the passing of a Jewish and
British institution".
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The Diversity of the Board of Deputies

by President Marie Van De Zyl
Even Coronavirus could not completely overshadow
the worldwide movement which developed rapidly in
response to the racist murder of George Floyd. We in
the Jewish community felt we needed to formulate our
own initiative. The result is the Board of Deputies’
Commission on Racial Inclusivity in the Jewish
Community which is being chaired by distinguished
journalist Stephen Bush. We need to make sure that
we are accepting of people of all backgrounds and I
look forward to making progress on this most
important of issues.

This has been a
year like no other.
The global
pandemic has
affected life more
in a short space of
time than any
other event in
peace time.
Of course, the
effects have been
experienced
worldwide with
hundreds of
thousands dead
and millions more
badly affected by
this virulent virus.
We are a small community but we have been hit heavily.
Sadly, our death rate has been more than double that of the
general community and we have lost some wonderful people
since March, taken from us way before their time.

Those who know the Board of Deputies will
understand we work on a diverse set of issues –
indeed so much so that it is impossible to list
everything in a short message.
We exist to ensure that the UK’s Jewish community
can live freely and happily and continue to practise
our traditions.
We are passionate about protecting our religious
freedoms, whether the right to circumcise our baby
boys in accordance with our tradition or to ensure that
employees are able to take time off for Jewish festivals
and follow their Jewish traditions within the law.
Our interfaith activities have certainly made the news
– for example our support for the Chinese Uyghur
Muslims currently suffering oppression in China, has
raised awareness of the problems

It has been a time to mourn but also a time to act. The
Board of Deputies lobbied hard to ensure that local
councils could not cremate bodies without first
consulting with the families of the deceased. This was
a fine example of collaboration between Jews and
Muslims who shared the same concerns. We
collaborated closely with other community
organisations to ensure that UK Jews received all the
help and information possible in the emergency, using
all of our resources for the benefit of those affected.
We collated a document bringing together all of the
special guidelines for Passover this year and devised a
card for members of the community to print off, fill
out and post through the letter box to neighbours,
letting members of the local community know that
people are available do a food shop or even just to
speak to someone on the phone who is self-isolating.
No less importantly, our team has had the sad but
necessary duty of collating the deaths we have
endured so that we have an accurate record.

Through Pikuach, we supervise religious education in
Jewish schools, and, pandemic permitting, we travel
the country with the Jewish Living Experience
exhibition, educating non-Jewish children and adults
about our way of life.
We engage with Government ministers, MPs, local
councillors, diplomats, faith leaders and a huge
variety of public bodies on behalf of the community
we represent.
We can only do this work with the help of
communities across the UK, so I thank you for the
support that you all give. Let’s hope the New Year
truly does bring health and happiness to all of us.

Last year, we were in the midst of Labour’s
antisemitism crisis. Twelve months on and Labour
are, in the words of new leader Sir Keir Starmer,
“under new management”. We set out our Ten
Pledges on anti-Jewish racism in January and they
were enthusiastically adopted by the new leadership
team. The progress we have seen is very encouraging.
The scourge of antisemitism has not disappeared from
the Labour Party but the determination to address it
and take action where it is needed, as in the case of the
sacking of Rebecca Long-Bailey, gives all of us reason
to be optimistic after a dark few years.

Shana Tovah.
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Mazeltov
Rabbi Mendy &
Ruth Brackman

New Year Greetings
The Minister, Chairman, Trustees and Board of

on the birth of their son,
Nachman Yehudah

Management extend to all of the community and their
families a Healthy and Happy New Year.

Martin & Lesley
Reef

on the birth of their
granddaughter, Edie, first child of
Nikki and Michael

The Ladies Society wishes the Minister, his family, the
Board of Management and the community a Happy
and Healthy New Year

Condolences
Angela, Beverley
& Michael

on the loss of their mother,
Daphne Morris

Denny

on the loss of his wife, Shirley
Vickers, mother of Michelle
and Hilary

Benita and family wish the Minister, his family, the
Board of Management and the community a Happy
and Healthy New Year

Paul, Jonathan
and Melanie

on the loss of their mother,
Bernice Davis

Jeffrey Galvan

on the loss of his mother, Netta,
grandmother of Dawn, Lorraine,
Carmel, and Stella

Hanna

on the loss of her husband, Arthur
Isaaksohn

Susan

on the loss of her husband,
Malcolm Lader, father of Deborah,
Vicki and Charlotte

Liz Dore

on the loss of her mother,
Marie Cooke

Auntie Marie sends best wishes for a Healthy
and Happy New Year to Rev David & family, to
my dear family, our Friendship Club and all our
community. With love to all.
Shana Tova to all my friends. We pray that the coming
year will bring good health and happiness to all and
that we will soon be able to meet regularly. My thanks
to all who have contacted me during these difficult
months. Doreen Curzon

Ian Appleton wishes Rev David Rome and family, Mr
and Mrs Joe Burchell and family, The Honorary
Officers, The Board of Management, the
congregation and all the South London community a

We are sad to announce the loss of Lionel Freed,
David Finkle and Eliot Gould.

happy prosperous healthy and peaceful New Year
and well over the fast.

Stone Consecrations
Lyn Spiegel

Sunday 15 November 2020

Shirley Vickers

Sunday 6 June 2021

Hilary and Stephen Cluer with their families wish the
community a healthy New Year. Shana Tova.
To my dear family and friends, may the New Year

Wishing all in the community who are ill a Refuah
Shelemah (Speedy Recovery)

bring only good health. Be safe. May we meet again
soon. The Maizels Family.

Joan and Vic Goldberg wish their family and friends a
Healthy and Happy New Year

The Editor wishes everyone a brilliant New Year
Wishing all happier times
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